
 
Lampworkers Society Minutes: 12/13/2020 

Host: Zoom 
 

 
 
Pre-meeting banter consisted of compliments on Fred’s dapper new Newsie look, Names added to the “Wheel 
OF Gifts for a not so secret santa and discussion of the vote to be held for New officers for the Lampwork 
Society going into the new year. 
 
Official Start: Kathleen called the meeting to order and tapped the secretary (Me) to read the minutes. 
 
Secretary: Minutes were read, and they were hilarious - a harrowing recounting of the Battle of the LEAVES 
and of noise induced trauma. 
 

- A few things mentioned in the minutes and discussed after:  
- The spreadsheet for Marilyn's glass/supplies is all finished, and I got a hold of Bill yesterday 

(Saturday, Jan, 9th) to have him look over it so I could share it today. 
- I offered to help folks write up their artists' statements, because as Kathleen put it “I have a BA 

in BS”, and am decent at writing up artistic piles of steaming whimsy. 
- Charcuterie is adult code-speak for “I ate an entire block of cheese.” 

 
Treasurer: Les was out this round, no report this time. 
 
Membership: Fred reported no current change, but reminded members that now was the time for membership 
dues and the paypal link was added into the last email sent out for ease of access for members. Kathleen 
asked that everyone pay by the end of December (I only realized this when I was typing up the Minutes 
January 9th… so I paid then. Fun stuff: you cannot add a note with your name if you click through the provided 
link… I am hoping that because the shipping info in the payment has my name it will be possible to ID my 
payment...) 
 
Vice President/Librarian: Erin was absent again, to the sadness and concern of all. 
 
Web: Tom has officially left the Saint Louis Lampworkers Society in preparation of his migration to Florida, so 
the web-keeper position was empty at the end of the year, but the interwebs are still out there… just waiting... 
 
Secondary Treasurer's Report: (Like second breakfast, but with treasure) A Wild Lester Appeared! Still no 
report as he was running late and eating lunch, but he assured us that the funds were safe and secure, with 
$24 dollars more than last month with Tori’s membership dues applied  
 
Kathleen took a moment to remind people about the gift exchange. Everyone was on board and all were added 
to the “Wheel of Gifts” for future not-so-secret santa-ing. 
 
New Business:  
 
Electing Officers for 2021! I recounted my traumatic experience of being tricked into the office of SLLS 
Secretary at the last christmas party…but as I have been enjoying the job, I offered to stay for next year. 
Kathleen said If I was willing to stay secretary, she would “suck it up” and stay president to keep us organized. 
Everyone appreciated her sacrifice. After a bit of discussion, Linda suggested that I be the Vice 



President/Secretary for the coming year as I was already sending out the zoom links. (finding meeting 
locations is the main duty of the VP) Joan offered to find Erin and take over the Librarian Duties. 
 
To be official, Kathleen listed off the Offices and members suited and put it to vote:  All Ayes, all around.  
Again, the 2021 Officers list is as follows: 

● President/Web - Kathleen Osterwise 
● Vice President/Secretary - Laura Simone 
● Librarian - Joan Cross 
● Historian - Lendy Middendorf 
● Treasurer - Lester Krenning  
● Membership - Fred Linders 

At the end of this discussion, after the choices had been made, Kathleen informed me that the OTHER job of 
the Vice president is organizing Demos, a task which I accepted with gusto. So be warned i’m gonna get on 
people about that in the near future. (Lendy kindly offered to do the first demo of the new year when I talked 
with her post-meeting)  

Talk of Demos turned into a bit of a mini show-and-tell when “how to rig up a didymium filter for phone 
recording” conversation came up.  Laura asked if it was normal to just buy a snap on filter set for a go pro and 
a disc of didymium sheet and to dismantle one of the magnetic lens covers and replace it with said didymium 
disc, cut down and shaped on a lapidary wheel.  Apparently it is not normal. Katleen asked me to write up my 
process for others to try. (I have done this and will include it in the email with these notes) 

Katleen tentatively offered to do a demo of her Dragon bead at some point! 

I offered to mail my little clip on didymium lens out to any member who wants to record a demo. (do let me 
know if you want to borrow and I will get it to you!) 

Old Business:  
 
Kathleen thanked Joan and Nadine for going out to Bill’s and asked if they had done any pricing on Marilyn's 
glass equipment and materials. Joan reported that Bill was asking 50% of retail price on all of the items, but 
they hadn’t documented any of them yet. Kathleen expressed interest in the 104 glass personally or buying the 
glass lot for the SLLS society that members could then buy. I offered to go back to Bills with Joan and Nadine 
and make up a full spreadsheet of all items and materials, to figure out pricing so that 50% could be figured. 
(this has been completed for the glass Items, with photos taken and items organized Dec, 12, 2020 - crafting 
supplies spreadsheet coming soon)  
 
Q-Tips: 
 

● Laura says, again: “Heat the Snot out of it.”  Double helix Works best when you are mad at it apparently 
(it is Masochistic glass and just wants to be punished.)  I was attempting to use Atlas for the first time 
and It was an absolute failure so I decided to destroy it by ridging, coating and heat twisting and it 
turned out great. Sigh. Someday I will understand the conundrum that is Double Helix Glass... 

● Joan (trying to remember the q-tip she had intended to share) suggested “Don't get old - Just stop 
aging, stop NOW.  It’s just no good.” Solid Advice. 

 
Show and Tell: 
 

● Nadine showed adorable tiny santa hats for earrings 



● Laura had sent some pictures of the “Fancy Failure” Double helix ripple beads and an Adorable Santa 
Bat Bead. (there was some discussion on the favored acid for etching the wee bats - Etchall and Etchall 
resist gel bought from Frantz art glass) 

 
Kathleen offered to share the photos that Joan had taken of Marylin’s stuff so members could get an idea of 
what would be catalogued later and we all enjoyed a slightly blurry tour of Marilyn's epic bead collection. 
 
Finally time to Spin the Wheel OF Gifts! There was hilarious running commentary on how slowly the virtual 
wheel made its spins thanks to lag on Kathleen's laboring computer… slooooooooowly the gift exchange pairs 
were doled out.  
 
(this list was included in the last minute email… I’ll be marking who has sent and who still needs to send gifts 
below) 

● Katleen sends to Laura,  
● Laura sends to Gloria,  
● Gloria sends to Nadine,  
● Nadine sends to Lester, (sent) 
● Lester sends to Joan, (sent) 
● Joan sends to Fred,  
● Fred Sends to Linda,  
● Linda sends to Tori,  
● and finally, Tori sends a gift to Kathleen. 

 

With the meeting officially concluded members chatted and swapped addresses for gift exchange. Talk turned 
to the unexpected joys of adulthood found by the younger members, like eating boozy ice cream for dinner, 
and it was commented that it was better to look at years lived as “levels achieved” for epicness in age 
descriptions.  For example, I am a level 37 Artist, Linda's Mother in Law is a 104th level Adept. (God-Mode 
initiated  - quothe Tori) 

Joan insisted that she isn’t a SENIOR Citizen, but a SEASONED Citizen, which I told her made her sound 
delicious - like a cured ham. Joan wholeheartedly agreed and said she was also “well marinated”  

Cannibalism jokes...  Good times. (weirdly appropriate for the end of the intense hellscape that has been 2020) 

We called an end to the Last official meeting of the Saint Louis Lampworkers Society Meeting of 2020.13 

 
 
 
 
 

 


